**CITY-GATES FLOOR LOCK**

"All Gates may look alike! Only a CITY-GATE is built to last"

- **Solid brass body covered with a polished inox stainless steel outer casing.** Steel fastening bracket for the roller shutter.

**Brass floor anchoring device** with sprung dust cover
Anchoring device brass ring nut.

The spherical shape provides excellent pull-resistance.

- **Locking pin with resistant to attack plug** which comes out of the body, crosses fastening bracket and perfectly fit in the floor anchoring device for fixing point unassailableness.

- **Mechanism**: the application of Dome padlock is from top on the fastening bracket (anchored to the roller shutter); mechanism locks by pressing on floor anchoring device spring and then by turning 90° anticlockwise to block locking pin inside the anchoring device.

- **7 pin security cylinder with pull-resistant plug.**

- **Supplied with 2 nickel plated brass keys**

Top Security profile with comfortable grip allowing both vertical pressure and Dome Padlock rotation.

Key removable only in locked position.

- **Dome Padlock perfectly fits** with a number of previously installed floor anchoring devices.

---

**CITY-GATES SHOP KIT LOCK**

**Ground Lock** - Heavy Duty
Extra Security For Roller Shutters

- Floor Socket: Brass Plated
- Bolt release: Spring Cap
- Bolt Diameter: 14mm
- Socket Length: 83mm
- Socket Diameter: 54mm